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After the meeting enjoy a cup of coffee and a chat inpleasant surroundings of
THE NEW INTERNATIONAL BOOKSHOP TEAROOM

located in the Trades Hall -Victoria Street entrance (almost alongside the History Society's meeting place).
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This brief article is not the place for discussion
of individual presentations, other than to comment

on the high quality of those witnessed by the
present writer. For most of the time two or three
were in progress simultaneously, so no participant
could attend more than about half of them. Hence

the prompt publication ofthe papers has a special
value.

The biennial Labour History conferences have
always been a great experience for those lucky
enough to be able to take part. The lllawarra Branch
of the Society continued the high standard at the
sixth national conference at Wollongong and added
a new feature for those who could not attend, and
for participants.
The innovation was the early publication of
most ofthe conference papers in book form, so that

they were available at the start of the proceedings.
This was helpful to those attending when they had
to choose which presentations to attend, and for the
chance to read the others. Perh^s more
importantly, people who could not come to the
conference can leam about the papers without
delay.
The theme of the conference was 'Labour and

CommunityIt gave a wide scope to speakers and it
seemed fitting in the Wollongong-lllawarra
environment. Within the meeting rooms, the style
and presentations were similar to those in earlier

conferences in capital cities, but the atmosphere

A happy paradox of the conference was that

papers covered a wide range of topics but,
nevertheless,

conformed

to

the

theme

of

'community'.

To give some idea of the spread of subjects,
the presentations, with a few exceptions, fitted
into one of the following classifications;
• Working-class responses in times of
unemployment or hardship.
• Race, class and gender in Australia.
• Women and imionism; and other matters

relating particularly to women.
• Community
action
and

co-operative

movements.

• Political factions and secret or semi-secret

organisations.
• Changes in Labor Party policy.
• Involvement of trade
industrial events.

miions

in

historic

• Research into Labour history and preservation
of historic items and documents.

seemed to be flavoured with the realism of close

contact with workers and industry. So were the
extra-curricular events and entertaiimients.

The keynote speaker who opened the conference
was a long-time enthusiast for the study of Labour
history - Federal Member of Parliament and

shadow minister - Lindsay Tanner.
To mention just two items from his address, he
stressed the importance of collecting the evidence,
and the human stories, associated with the 1997-98

Maritime dispute. And he also suggested the
creation ofa 'shrine' for the preservation of historic
Laboiu- material, in addition to the archival
collections of documents in various libraries and
other institutions.

Pat O'Shane, University of New England
Chancellor, opened the second day's proceedings,
putting into clear and convincing words those ideas
and attitudes about social justice and politics that
many 'true believers' may feel are being imder-

As usual, the scheduling was tight and, except
for refreshment breaks, there were no gaps.
Again, as usual, those chairing the sessions tried

hard to keep speakers to their allotted time, while
the latter struggled to complete their papers to the
last full stop.
Usually there was the scheduled time for
questions and discussion, which sometimes lit
fires from seemingly uninflammable material.
Then we all went for excellent refreshments,

renewing friendships from past conferences, and
continuing the discussions with our mouths full.
Without listing all the many people of the
lllawarra Branch involved, credit must be given to
the convenor, Ray Markey, and to Robyn
Troughton, Robert Hood and Gregor Cullen for
their major contributions to create a successful
conference. It was top quality and enjoyable.
Contributed by Bob Corcoran

emphasised, or forgotten.

The keynote speaker for the diird day was
Professor Eileen Yeo of the University of Sussex.
She spoke with passion about community and
mutuality - of co-operatives, trade unions, help
for those in difficulty — and current and future
difficulties that endanger the spirit ofcommunity.

Copies of the printed Proceedings of the
Conference are available from:Robert Hood

Department ofEconomics
University ofWollongong
NSW, 2522

(Price $20)

BERNARD O'DOWD (1866 - 1953)
Contributed by Jack Hutson

This article is an edited extract from the address given by Frank Bongiomo to the
17th October meeting of our society.

The information in it is taken by permission from the notes he used in his address.
The main focus of it is the variety of ideas which influenced Bernard O'Dowd which were
current in his intellectual life.

He was bom in Beaufort, Australia in 1866. His parents were Irish-Catholic immigrants from
Ulster. He heard from them Celtic ballads and legends. His father was a staunch radical and

a personal friend ofthe radical politician, Francis Longmore. He heard from them some of
the radical ideas ofthe time.

At the age of sixteen he was selected to attend a convention in Melbourne to welcome John
and William Redmond,advocates of Irish Home Rule. His parents were good Catholics and
Bernard became a debater at the Ballarat Catholic Young Men's Society.

He was educated at state schools and by scholarships attended Melbourne University where

he graduated in Arts and Law. He was an avid reader ofthe books ofthe intellectuals ofthe
time and became aware oftheir ideas.

In 1888 he made an unsuccessful attempt to form a branch ofthe Republican League. When
the referendum for the Constitution ofthe proposed Commonwealth of Australia was carried
in 1892, O'Dowd opposed it because he considered that it had been foisted on the people by
politicians.

In the 1890's he began to write radical poetry. In 1909 in his Presidential address to the
Literature Society he said that poets should deal with questions ofthe day rather than
engaging in lyrical prattle about nothing in particular.

By the 1890's O'Dowd had drifted from Catholicism to Secularism to Atheism. He began to
support socialism because ofthe hardship imposed on people by the long economic
depression ofthe 1890's.

He became editor ofthe radical weekly 'Toscin' and under the pen name 'Gavah the
Blacksmith' wrote articles on a wide range of matters.

In 1902 he helped form the 'Clarion Fellowship' modelled on the ones in England which
advocated that socialists needed to create a new life.

In 1902 he published a pamphlet 'Conscience and Democracy' in which he despaired ofthe
future of democracy because of the jingoism of the Boer War which he opposed.
He was concerned about the consequences of rule by an unenlightened majority which was

possible under parliamentary democracy. He was critical ofthe assumption that merely
sending Labor men into Parliament would assist the cause of working class emancipation. He
considered that trade unions were a necessary evil, and an unfortunate diversion from the
cause oftrue reform.

In 1908 O'Dowd was involved in the formation of a Fabian Society in Melbourne by which

enlightened middle-class people would show the correct way for the masses to follow.

O'Dowd differed from the mainstream Labour movement on two important matters. One

matter was his strong opposition to the White Australia policy as he was an outspoken critic
of the racism in Australian society.

The other matter was his strong support of women's rights, remarking that women had been
persecuted in their efforts to obtain rights by backward labour elements.
In 1909 he addressed the Boobrooks, a body ofeminent middle-class intellectuals in
Melbourne. In it, he proposed tongue in cheek, that the male was impermanent, doomed in

many cases to speedy extinction once he had served his turn in perpetrating the race. In

support ofthat he used the example of the female praying mantis which after intercourse had
lunch of her short-lived bridegroom.

In the early 20th Century, Dowd drifted from active socialist involvement and became a

leading proponent ofNew Thought, a branch of the Mind-sure_movement, which held that a
healthy mind would produce a healthy body. He also briefly dabbled in Spiritualism and
Phrenology and joined the Theosophical Society.

There is no single reason why O'Dowd drifted away but his general problem was that he lived
in two different intellectual and political worlds which created contradictions and ambiguities
in his thinking.

On the one hand he advised Labor Party parliamentarians on legal matters and was a member
ofthe Socialist Party founded in 1906. But on the other hand he was a public servant and was
well regarded in bourgeois intellectual life of Melbourne.
But despite his drifting away he was never a labour 'rat' as some were, but eventually found
that the labour movement, and particularly the socialists, no longer spoke ofthe concerns that
had become important to him.

Bendigo Labor: The
Maintenance of Tradition in a

regional City.

The history of Bendigo Labor is most
intriguing. Firstly there has been the
quality of the local M.P.s, with Arthur,
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Hampson, Keane, Clarey, Beaton,
Keimedy, and Brumby all prominent in
Federal Parliament. Steve Gibbons,

postage.

elected in October 1998, is proving a

International Bookshop and others.

worthy successor. The state members were
of similar stature with Dave Smith, Galvin
(Deputy Premier) and Stoneham (Leader

The New Labor paper, the Commonweal,
reported of a meeting in Bendigo on 16
September 1891, chaired by Sandhurst
liberal member, Alfred Bailes, where
William Spence outlined the objectives of
the Progressive Political League. A further
meeting was held in early December,
again chaired by Bailes, and attended by

1958-1967) serving on the front bench. In
addition Hamilton, Glass, Clough, Cook,
Shilton and Kennedy all proved to be
excellent local members as has the present
Bendigo West MLA,Bob Cameron.

before the election, the Commonweal

I have suggested that the major reason for
the continued Labor success in Bendigo
has been the ability and willingness of the
local members and the Bendigo Trades
Hall council to relate effectively to the
community. In so doing, they have created

listed the approved PPL candidates. They

a

included

disreputable to be a Labor person in the
regional city.

Trenwith and

Hancock. At the

time

Trenwith had obviously not reached a state
of reluctance to leave Melbourne. Shortly

one, Walter

Sandhurst.'

Hamilton, for

climate

where

it

is

not

all

that

Despite the above amicable relations, the
situation within the party itself was one of
continual struggle for equilibrium from the
expulsion of the soul of Bendigo Labor,
Dave Smith, in 1914- he supported a
referendum for scripture teaching in state
schools- until the 'Split' in 1955. First
there was loss of support in Bendigo West
Branch over the Smith episode. Then there
was the struggle for ARU control in the
1920s, followed by the intemal ructions

within

the

local

party

about

change - to replacement industry tor
mining in the 1920s, to heavy
manufacturing in the 1940s and, following

its decline, to tertiary -based employment
of the 1970s and 1980s. Although it was
not until the early 1980s, with the victories

of Kennedy (1982) and Brumby (1983),
that it was apparent that Labor had
captured the hearts and minds of

community workers, public servants and
teachers.

the

establishment of new branches in late

1930s. But the greatest upheaval was in
1949-50 when the left Executive at the
Trades Hall was removed in the most

questionable circumstances to be replaced
by 'Industrial Groupers". It does seem that
Bendigo Branch at that stage was
controlled by the latter and that a walkout
by politicians, Clarey, Galvin and Smith in
1955 was a strong confirmation of that
view. The move of the right to the DLP
and the return of Galvin to leadership of
the Trades Hall, after his parliamentary
defeat in 1955 was a strong confirmation
of that view. The move of the right to the
DLP and the return of Galvin to leadership
of the Trades Hall, after his parliamentary
defeat in 1955, brought unprecedented
unity to Bendigo Labor. Except for minor
skirmishes, this unity has been maintained
to the present day.

The second major struggle has been for the
party to respond successfully to industry

Perhaps the most fascinating of many such
stages was the series of events that
resulted in Billy Hughes coming to
Bendigo to contest the 1917 election.
Having encouraged Arbitration Court
barrister. Jack Arthur to challenge Sir John
Quick in the 1913 election and with the
immediate success of the former as a

parliamentary performer, - he received the
second highest vote to Hughes in the
Cacus-vote for the Ministry after the 1914
election to become Minister for External

Affairs, but died soon afterwards - there
seems little doubt that Hughes would have
looked for other green pastures in 1917 if
the impressive Labor member had
survived.

Bendigo

Politics

Lecturer,

Ardel

Shamsullah, comments on the cover of the
book that it 'enhances the understanding

of the diverse and dynamic creature that is
the Australian Labor Party'. With the
subject matter available, it has not been
difficult to achieve this.

COLD WAR CONFBRENCE BOOK
PROGRESS REPORT

As readers will reeall, Peter Love and Paul Strangle are editing the papers from
last year's Cold War conference for publication as a small book. So far they

have nearly all the revised papers in and will begin the editing work over the
summer. Early in the new year they plan to get production under way. The
editors hope to have the book out around the middle of next year.
The contributors have all had another look over their papers and many have

revised them for pubhcatlon, in some cases, extensively. The collection Is both
diverse and Interesting for its range of views but also for the convergence of

perspectives between some contributors, which readers might find a little
surprising.

LOCATION OF THE HISTORY SOCIETY MEETING PLACE

Meetings are held at
the Plumbers Union Office
Q

54 Victoria St Carlton

(alongside the Trades Hall)
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Enter by the concrete steps rising
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from the Victoria St footpath. 510^
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PROPOSED MEETING DATES FOR YEAR 2000

27 February; 30 April, 25 June;
27 August: 15 October; 10 December.
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